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Picosecond intensity statistics of semiconductor lasers operating
in the low-frequency fluctuation regime
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We present detailed statistical investigations of the irregular fast pulsing behavior present in the dynamics of
semiconductor lasers with delayed optical feedback operating in the low-frequency fluctuation and coherence
collapse regimes. We demonstrate that the probability density distributions of the laser intensity on a picosec-
ond time scale are essentially independent of the number of optical modes involved in the laser emission, using
two complementary high-resolution experimental measurement systems: a high-bandwidth sampling digitizer
and a single-shot streak camera. The experimental results are supported by numerical studies using the single-
mode Lang-Kobayashi equations, as well as a multimode extension of the model. Furthermore, we also
demonstrate that gain saturation and coexisting attractors can cause substantial qualitative changes of the
probability density distribution.@S1050-2947~99!09507-4#

PACS number~s!: 42.55.Px, 42.60.Mi, 42.65.Sf
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I. INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor lasers are well known to be highly susc
tible to external optical perturbations. In many common a
plications, the perturbation consists of delayed feedb
from the laser’s own field arising from a distant partial r
flector, such as a fiber facet or optical disk. Systematic
perimental studies of the dynamics of such systems typic
use an external cavity configuration; numerical and anal
cal investigations often employ a set of delay-different
rate equations known as the Lang-Kobayashi~LK ! model
@1#. Delayed optical feedback can improve a laser’s ope
ing characteristics under some conditions, resulting in li
width narrowing or squeezing@2,3#, for example. However,
over wide parameter ranges, the feedback gives rise to
and unstable nonlinear behavior which is not yet fully und
stood. One particularly complex behavior that has prov
challenging both experimentally and theoretically is kno
as low-frequency fluctuations~LFF! @4#. This phenomenon
occurs when the laser is operated with moderate optical fe
back from an external cavity@5#, where the delay time is
long compared to the period of the laser’s relaxation osci
tions. Historically, it has been studied near the laser thre
old, but is known to exist at much higher pumping levels@6#.
As the pumping level increases, the LFF regime typica
gives way to coherence collapse@7#.

One important aspect of LFF is the extremely wide ran
of time scales present in its dynamics. Figure 1 shows typ
intensity time series: Fig. 1~a! shows an intensity time serie
400 ns long, recorded with a digital oscilloscope with 1 G
bandwidth low-pass filtering; Fig. 1~b! shows an unfiltered
intensity time series 7 ns long, recorded under identical c
ditions using a single-shot streak camera with a bandw
larger than 50 GHz. As depicted by Fig. 1~a!, the sporadic
intensity dropout events are typically tens of nanoseco
long, and are separated by irregular intervals which can
on the order of hundreds of nanoseconds or more. Th
result in increased ‘‘noise’’ in the radio frequency spectru
PRA 601050-2947/99/60~1!/667~7!/$15.00
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as observed by Risch and Voumard@4# over two decades
ago. On the much shorter time scale shown in Fig. 1~b!, there
is an irregular train of intensity pulses within the envelope
the slower dropout events, with pulse durations on the or
of 100 ps. These pulses were predicted by van Tartwijket al.
@8# based on numerical simulations of the LK equations, a
were first observed experimentally by Fischeret al. @9# using
a streak camera. This extraordinary range of time scales
ates one of the principal challenges of LFF from both n
merical and experimental points of view. Numerically, acc
rate simulations are difficult and computationally expens
due to the stiffness of the equations. Experimentally, da
acquisition technology does not at present allow
microsecond-length time series to be recorded with picos
ond resolution, which would be needed to capture multi

FIG. 1. Typical single-shot intensity time series of a semico
ductor laser operating in the LFF regime.~a! Time series, low pass
filtered with a bandwidth of 1 GHz recorded by a fast digital osc
loscope.~b! Time series recorded by a streak camera with a ba
width of more than 50 GHz. Identical experimental conditions in~a!
and ~b!.
667 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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dropout events and still faithfully reproduce the fast puls
Lacking the experimental capability of performing a care
time-series analysis, several researchers have turned to
tistical measurements of the dynamics on both fast and s
time scales@10–12#.

Much research has been devoted to understanding
mechanism behind LFF@8–16#. A current area of debate i
the issue of multiple longitudinal mode operation@17–19#.
Multimode operation often occurs when the laser underg
LFF dynamics even if the solitary laser is single mode@20#.
However, LFF still persists when the laser is restricted t
single mode using a grating or an intracavity etalon. Furth
more, the LK model assumes only a single mode of ope
tion, yet it has been the basis of many successful nume
and analytical studies of the phenomenon. Thus, the spe
influence of multiple longitudinal modes in LFF remains u
clear.

In this paper, we present detailed experimental and
merical studies of the statistics of the picosecond inten
pulses. We investigate if there is a difference in the inten
statistics between single-mode and multimode operat
what the effects of gain saturation are, and to what extent
LK model captures the essence of the dynamics. Follow
this Introduction, we review the LK equations and their a
proximations, and describe a multimode extension@21,22# of
the model. Then, we measure experimental probability
tributions for both single-mode and multimode cases in t
independent experimental systems. Our results show
trivial differences in the statistics obtained for single-mo
and multimode systems, a finding that is supported num
cally. We also investigate the role of gain saturation, find
that it can lead to qualitatively different probability distribu
tions. Overall, we find that the single-mode LK equatio
reproduce all phenomena we observe experimentally, wh
suggests that they retain the essence of the dynamics in
regime.

II. THEORETICAL MODELS

Semiconductor lasers subject to weak and moderate o
cal feedback have been modeled successfully with the La
Kobayashi equations@1#. These equations combine a ph
nomenological description of the semiconductor medi
with a first-principles wave equation for the electric fiel
They can be expressed as dimensionless rate equations@23#
for the complex electric fieldE and the excess carrier numb
N:

dE
dt

5
1

2
~11 ia!@~112N!F~E!21#E

1hE~ t2t!exp~2 iv0t!, ~1!

T
dN

dt
5P2N2~112N!F~E!uEu2. ~2!

In these equations, timet is measured in units of the photo
lifetime tp , and the external round-trip time is normalized
t[2L/(ctp). The electric field amplitudeE and phasef are
defined byE5E exp„if(t)…. The angular frequency of th
solitary laserv is expressed in dimensionless form asv0
[vtp , h is the normalized feedback rate, andP is propor-
.
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tional to the pumping rate above threshold. The linewid
enhancement factora and the ratio of the carrier to photo
lifetimes T5ts /tp characterize the semiconductor mediu
The functionF(E) is a nonlinear gain correction term ofte
included in the LK model, and usually has the formF(E)
51/(11euEu2).(12euEu2), with the assumption thateuEu2
!1.

The LK equations make two important approximation
First, they assume that only a single longitudinal mode of
solitary laser is active. This is reflected in the presence o
single complex electric fieldE. Second, they are designed fo
weak or moderate feedback, so terms of orderh2 or higher,
corresponding to multiple external cavity round-trips, are
sumed to be negligible. However, multiple round-trip term
can easily be appended if it is found that they are importa

The multimode generalization of the LK equations inco
porates additional optical modes that are coupled through
carrier inversion in a manner similar to that described in R
@24#. The equations for this expanded system, again give
dimensionless form, are

dEi

dt
5

1

2
~11 ia!@~112N!Fi~E!2d i #Ei

1h iEi~ t2t!exp~2 iv it!, ~3!

T
dN

dt
5P2N2~112N!(

i
uEi u2Fi~E!, ~4!

whereEi is the complex electric field of thei th solitary laser
mode with a dimensionless angular frequencyv i . Each
mode may be assigned different feedback coefficientsh i and
lossesd i . The gain is linearized about transparency, a
self- and cross-saturation terms are taken into acco
through the termFi(E), which has the form

Fi~E!512kuEi u22(
j

b i j uEj u2. ~5!

In Eq. ~5!, k is the mode-independent self-saturation, andb i j
is the cross-saturation matrix. Note that thetotal self-
saturation for thei th mode is given by the sum ofk andb i i ,
the corresponding diagonal element of the cross-satura
matrix. The cross-saturation matrix elements have the fo

b i j 5C
11atpolDV~ i 2 j !

11@tpolDV~ i 2 j !#2 , ~6!

wheretpol;0.1 ps has been identified with the polarizatio
relaxation time,a with the linewidth enhancement facto
and DV is the solitary laser longitudinal line separatio
@25,26#. There remains some controversy@25# regarding the
correct physical interpretations and values fora andtpol , but
experiments tend to favor this particular identification@27#.
The prefactorC in Eq. ~6! is derived from a density-matrix
calculation@25#, but has substantial variability due to ph
nomenological parameters such as the spatial mode ove
for example. All other terms in Eqs.~3! and ~4! have the
same meanings as in the single-mode LK model.

We use the single-mode and multimode LK models
numerical investigations of the intensity statistics, with typ
cal sets of parameters:tp51.0 ps,ts51.5 ns,T51500,
t51500,a55, andv0t521. The values for the pumping
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rate and threshold reduction correspond to the experime
conditions. The external cavity length associated with t
parameter set isL524.5 cm. For multimode calculations, w
assumei 55 active optical modes~based on experimenta
observations!, and that all modes have equal losses (d i). We
also make the approximation that all modes have eq
gains, although a parabolic shape for the gain profile co
be added with a term such asb(l i2lo)2. The value of the
cross-coupling strengthC is set such that it contributes 28%
of the total modal self-saturation, although our numeric
results do not depend sensitively on this value. We us
fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm for numerical integr
tion of Eqs.~1!–~4!. Numerical results will be shown in Sec
IV in direct comparison with experimental findings.

III. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

We perform two independent experiments, using differ
and complementary data-acquisition systems. One exp
ment uses a digital sampling scope, which has the advan
of recording a very large number of truly random samp
data points of the LFF intensity dynamics. The other use
streak camera, which has very high sensitivity and ba
width that can be used to probe accurately the near-thres
regime. The configurations for these two systems are sh
in Figs. 2 and 3, and the details of the experiments are
scribed in the following sections.

A. Fast sampling scope experiment

In the experiment depicted in Fig. 2, we use
temperature-stabilized laser diode~Sharp LT015MD!, a
double heterojunction laser in a V-channeled substrate in
stripe structure. This laser operates at a nominal wavele
of l5830 nm and has a threshold current ofJth541.3 mA.
An aspheric lens~Thorlabs C110TM-B, numerical apertur

FIG. 2. Setup for the fast sampling oscilloscope experiment

FIG. 3. Setup for the streak camera experiment.
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50.4) collimates the beam. A beamsplitter directs 30%
the light to a high-reflectivity mirror which forms the exte
nal cavity; the distance between the laser and this mirro
22 cm. The remaining 70% of the light passes through
Faraday isolator~OFR-5-NIR! and is coupled to a multimode
fiber-coupled Schottky photodetector with a 25 GHz ban
width ~New Focus 1434-50!. We connect the 25 GHz detec
tor to a Communications Signal Analyzer~Tektronix
CSA803! through a 20 GHz sampling head~Tektronix SD-
26!, which performs the sampling measurements on wh
we base our statistical studies. In addition to this fast de
tion equipment, we also employ an 8 GHz photodetec
~Hamamatsu C4258! to receive the portion of the beam th
passes through the beamsplitter after reflecting off the ex
nal cavity mirror. This signal is amplified and viewed on a
oscilloscope. By using this configuration, we can observe
slower-scale LFF behavior while simultaneously maximizi
the power incident on the fast photodetector. This is cruc
because a limiting factor in the measurements of this exp
ment is the baseline noise of the SD-26 sampling he
which becomes significant as compared to the optical sig
near laser threshold. It is not possible to use a microw
amplifier to increase the signal, because necessary dc in
mation would be lost. However, we note that accurate lo
pump measurements can be made with the streak cam
experiment, described in Sec. III B, which allows us to pro
this regime. To examine the optical mode structure of
laser emission, we place a removable mirror after the Fa
day isolator and redirect the beam to a nonconfocal Fab
Perot analyzer~Newport SR-240 SuperCavity!. The free-
running external cavity laser system displa
multilongitudinal mode operation. Therefore, when we wi
to study the single-mode case, we insert an intracavity eta
~free spectral range51029 GHz, finesse515.8) between the
beamsplitter and the mirror. Finally, the optical feedba
level is controlled by inserting a polarizer and rotatab
quarter-wave plate in the cavity.

To measure single-mode LFF statistics, we first adjust
etalon and verify with the optical spectrum analyzer that o
one longitudinal mode is active. We then direct the beam
the Schottky detector and store 20k total data points in the
CSA803’s memory, as well as a baseline noise measurem
with the laser beam blocked. The sampling scope is trigge
internally, so that the measurement times are not correla
to the laser’s behavior. The minimum time interval betwe
two subsequent measurement points is 5ms, thus there is
ample time between measurements for the system to de
relate completely. While taking data, we visually confirm t
presence of the expected behavior using the slower phot
tector and oscilloscope. Once all the data are stored, we
mediately measure theP-J curve of the system to determin
the threshold reduction. The data are then downloaded f
the CSA to a personal computer and stored on hard disk
analysis. This procedure is repeated for various pump cur
levels.

The procedure is simplified when the laser is free to run
multiple longitudinal modes. In this case, there is no need
remeasure the threshold reduction at each pump current
ting. Therefore, we simply store 20k data points and one
baseline set for all selected pump currents~still viewing the
behavior on the oscilloscope!, and then measure theP-J
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670 PRA 60D. W. SUKOW et al.
curve once. We then examine the optical mode structure
the system, recording the number of participating longitu
nal modes at each pump current value.

B. Streak camera experiment

The setup of the streak camera experiment, depicte
Fig. 3, allows us to extract statistical information about t
dynamics of an external cavity semiconductor laser even
low laser intensities close to threshold, and to record sin
shot intensity time series with a bandwidth of more than
GHz. Using this experimental technique, we can corrobo
and complement the results of the fast sampling scope
periment described above. The laser diode used in the st
camera experiment is a Hitachi HLP1400 of channel
substrate-planar structure~CSP! with uncoated facets. We
use a different type of laser diode in this setup to assure
the obtained results are independent of the particular typ
laser. The HLP1400 is driven by an ultralow noise curre
source; the temperature is stabilized to better than 0.01
The emission wavelength of the solitary laser is 840 nm,
its threshold current is 57.2 mA. The laser beam is co
mated by microscope objectives~MO!; the optical isolator
shields the laser from unwanted optical feedback. The ex
nal cavity consists of a high-reflection mirror with an inte
ferometric flatness ofl/200, a neutral density filter to contro
the amount of optical feedback, and, optionally, an intrac
ity etalon with a transmission bandwidth of 5 nm to restr
the dynamics of the system to a single longitudinal dio
mode. The round trip time of the light in the external cav
is t53 ns.

This experimental setup allows the simultaneous meas
ment of the intensity time series, the power spectrum,
the optical spectrum of the laser. In particular, the intens
time series of the system is measured on three different
els of temporal resolution in order to account for the wi
range of time scales present in its dynamics. First, the ti
averaged intensity is monitored by ap- i -n photodiode in
order to determine theP-J characteristics and, thus, th
threshold reduction due to the optical feedback. Second,
intensity dynamics are detected by a fast avalanche pho
ode ~APD! with a bandwidth larger than 3 GHz. The pow
spectrum of the APD signal is measured by an electr
spectrum analyzer. The intensity time series of the APD s
nal is low-pass filtered with a cutoff frequency of 1 GHz a
detected by a fast digital oscilloscope of the same bandwi
Third, we investigate the intensity dynamics of the syst
with a single-shot streak camera. A beam splitter directs 5
of the light intensity emitted by the laser onto the entran
slit of the streak camera. The huge bandwidth of the str
camera device from dc to more than 50 GHz allows us
take single-shot time traces with the full temporal resolut
of the fast pulsing underlying the dynamics displayed by
oscilloscope. The length of the recorded time series is l
ited to 7.3 ns. Furthermore, the light intensity is sufficient
record the intensity dynamics of the system with a low m
surement noise even for low injection currents close
threshold. The optical spectrum is monitored continuou
by a grating spectrometer with a resolution of 0.1 nm reso
ing the longitudinal diode modes. This guarantees t
single-mode operation using the intracavity etalon is ma
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tained throughout the entire measurement.
Performing the experiment, we record 20 arbitrarily tri

gered streak camera single shots of the intensity dynam
for each investigated injection current. From this, we obt
more than 20 000 data points which are stored for a sub
quent statistical analysis. We repeat the experiment, both
the multimode and single-mode cases, for various inject
currents from threshold up to the fully developed cohere
collapse regime.

IV. RESULTS

In this section, we present the results of our experimen
and numerical investigation of the picosecond intensity s
tistics of semiconductor lasers subject to delayed opt
feedback. We compare intensity statistics obtained from
merical simulations of the LK equations to experimental
sults obtained from both experiments. In Sec. IV A, we co
pare the probability density distributions recorded for sin
and multimode emission of the laser. In both cases, and
all pump levels, the experiments reveal continuously dec
ing probability density distributions with long tails at hig
intensities. Our findings are supported by numerical simu
tions which yield very similar probability density distribu
tions. In Sec. IV B, we show that gain saturation can lead
qualitative changes of the probability density function.

A. Single-mode versus multimode results

Figure 4 displays numerical and experimental results
both single-mode and multimode emission of the laser.
ease of comparison, all data are shown in the form of pr
ability densities of the total laser intensityI. That is, the
vertical axis represents the densityD(I ), where P(I )
5D(I )dI is the probability that a given intensity measur
ment will fall between the values ofI and I 1dI, asdI be-
comes small. We approximateD(I ) with histograms of the
intensity data, scaled to the total number of points and
width. The horizontal axis is scaled to the average inten
I av.

Numerical results are shown in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! for
single-mode and multimode cases, respectively. All num
cal probability densities are derived from 32k points, calcu-
lated as described in Sec. II. These two graphs showD(I ) as
a function of pump current, relative to the solitary thresho
valueJth . Three pump values are shown: one very close
the solitary threshold, one moderate, and one well ab
threshold (J/Jth51.01, 1.10, and 1.50, respectively!. The op-
tical feedbackh is such that the laser threshold is reduced
5%, and the gain saturation parameter is set at zero~we
investigate nonzeroe in the next section!. In each case, the
probability density shows a peak at low intensity and ro
off at several times the average. A probability density of t
type is expected for a pulsating laser with irregular, fu
modulated pulses of a peak power of several times the a
age intensity. As the pump current increases, the roll-
tends to occur at lower normalized intensity.

Figures 4~c! and 4~d! show experimental probability dis
tributions for the single-mode and the multimode case,
spectively, obtained from the experiment using the Sh
LT015MD laser and the fast sampling scope. The fast sa
pling scope allows statistical measurements with picosec
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FIG. 4. Experimentally and numerically obtained probability density distributions.~a!,~b! Numerical results for the single and multimod
case, respectively, for three different injection currents: circles correspond to 1.01J/Jth , open squares to 1.10J/Jth , and triangles to
1.50J/Jth . ~c!,~d! Results of the fast sampling scope experiment for the single and multimode case, respectively, for two different i
currents: open squares correspond to 1.10J/Jth , triangles to 1.50J/Jth . ~e!,~f! Results of the streak camera experiment for the single
multimode case, respectively, for two different injection currents: circles correspond to 1.01J/Jth , crosses to 1.05J/Jth .
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resolution of very long time series spanning several inten
dropouts. Two data sets derived from 20k points are shown,
for pump currents 10% and 50% above solitary thresho
The features of these experimental data are in good ag
ment with the numerical findings: the maximum of the pro
ability density is at very low intensity, clearly below th
average intensity; then the probability density rolls off
high intensities up to several timesI av. The probability den-
sity distributions obtained from this experiment show
qualitative differences between single and multimode em
sion of the laser. The nonzero probabilities measured
small negative intensities are spurious; they result from
digitizer noise floor smearing out the low-intensity pea
Measurements made with the laser beam blocked provid
quantitative measure of this noise. Assuming normal dis
butions, their standard deviations at 10% and 50% ab
threshold are approximatelys50.15I av and 0.04I av, respec-
tively.

In comparison, we have recorded probability distributio
under similar experimental conditions using the streak ca
era setup and the HLP1400 laser. Exploiting the sensiti
of the streak camera system, we are able to record prob
ity distributions even for the low intensities close to solita
laser threshold. Figures 4~e! and 4~f! show the probability
distributions obtained from the streak camera experiment
pump currents 1% and 5% above solitary threshold, resp
tively. Figure 4~e! shows the single-mode emission case, F
4~f! the multimode case. Again, the probability distributio
are similar to the previously presented experimental and
merical results. Moreover, we obtain very similar intens
distributions for single and multimode emission case. T
obtained probability distributions exhibit a peak at very lo
intensity and decay continuously to about four times the
erage intensity.
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Although the roll off tends to occur at lower intensities f
the HLP1400 laser, the probability distributions are in ve
good qualitative agreement with the results for t
LT015MD laser presented in Figs. 4~c! and 4~d!. It is quite
plausible that the small quantitative differences between
results of the two experiments are due to physical differen
between the lasers used. For example, both facets of the
tachi HLP1400 are uncoated, whereas the Sharp LT015
has one high-reflectivity facet and one with a partial anti
flection coating. Other material parameters of various mod
and designs of semiconductor lasers are known to have w
variations as well, and could affect the intensity statistics
the laser dynamics.

To summarize, the numerical simulations of the LK equ
tions show characteristic intensity probability distribution
The results of both the fast sampling scope experiment
the streak camera experiment are in good agreement
these numerical predictions. Our results demonstrate
neither changing the number of optical modes involved
the laser emission nor varying the pump current level nec
sarily leads to significant changes of the picosecond inten
probability distributions. In the following section, howeve
we identify physical mechanisms that can introduce qual
tive changes to the probability distributions.

B. Effects of gain saturation and coexisting attractors

Although the presence of multiple optical modes has lit
effect on the probability distributions, we find that gain sa
ration and coexisting attractors can lead to qualitat
changes. The effect of gain saturation is most pronounced
pump currents well above threshold, where larger laser
tensities would be expected to enhance saturation effects
pump currents close to solitary threshold, the coexistenc
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672 PRA 60D. W. SUKOW et al.
LFF with a stable emission state may also lead to qualita
changes of the probability distributions.

We study the effects of gain saturation by numeri
means only, since it is a fixed material parameter in a gi
laser~although there can be a wide variation between diff
ent devices!. These results are presented in Fig. 5, wh
shows probability distributions as a function of the gain sa
ration parameter, for three different pump strengths. The d
shown are calculated using the single-mode LK model,
we have verified that the same results occur in the multim
case as well. Additional calculations~not shown! indicate
that the distributions do not depend sensitively on the ratio
the cross-coupling strengthC to self-saturation strengthk in
the multimode model~see Sec. II!. In Fig. 5~a!, the system is
pumped near solitary threshold (J/Jth51.006), ande is var-
ied from 0.00 to 0.03. The effects ofe are very slight in this
case, only becoming noticeable in the high-intensity tails
the distributions. In Figs. 5~b! and 5~c!, whereJ/Jth51.1 and
1.5, respectively, the role ofe becomes much more pro
nounced. Larger values ofe cause the high-intensity tail to
roll off quickly, strongly enhancing the trend that occurs
higher pump currents. Of special interest is the case
which J/Jth51.5 and e50.03. For these parameters, th
probability distribution changes qualitatively; it is no long
peaked near zero intensity, but instead shows a promi
maximum nearI av. We note that this distribution shape
similar to those observed in other experiments@10#. We em-
phasize that the values ofe that are studied here are phys
cally quite plausible, especially given the wide variatio
that occur between lasers for this parameter. Typical exp
mentally measured values ofe range from approximately
0.005 to 0.025@28,29#.

A second mechanism that can change the probability
tributions is the coexistence of the LFF state with sta

FIG. 5. Numerical probability density distributions for three d
ferent injection currents and four different values of the gain sa
ration parametere obtained for the single-mode case.
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emission on a single high-gain external-cavity mode. R
cently, it has been demonstrated that the dynamics may
between these two states@33# in certain regimes, particularly
at low pump currents. In such a case, the probability dis
bution will not be a true representation of the pure LFF s
tistics, but instead will reflect the combination of LFF wit
stable emission. In numerical simulations of probability d
tributions under coexistence conditions, we find a stro
peak near the average intensity, corresponding to the st
emission state, which is superposed on the background o
exponentially decaying LFF distribution. We note that bo
gain saturation effects and coexisting attractors are
counted for by the LK model.

There is some evidence that the picosecond pulsat
may become more frequent and smaller in peak intens
possibly displaying antiphase behavior in the multimo
case, under the conditions of very strong optical feedb
and very long time intervals between the dropouts. This m
contribute to probability distributions more like those show
in Fig. 5~c!. Furthermore, we note that multimode actio
may enhance the effect ofe, since some researchers attribu
gain saturation in part to longitudinal mode beating th
modulates the refractive index@30–32#.

V. SUMMARY

We have presented a detailed experimental and nume
investigation of the statistical properties of the intensity d
namics of external cavity semiconductor lasers operating
the LFF and CC regimes. By using two different, comp
mentary experimental techniques, we have addressed al
evant time scales in a study of the role of multiple-optic
mode operation in LFF dynamics. The statistics we obt
from single-mode and multimode configurations are ess
tially indistinguishable in both experimental and numeric
investigations. While these results do not preclude the po
bility that multimode dynamics may in some cases contrib
to the LFF dynamics, they are evidence that the presenc
multiple optical modes is not truly fundamental to LF
mechanisms. This supports the assertion that the u
single-mode Lang-Kobayashi equations are sufficient to c
ture the essence of the phenomena in this region. Furt
more, we have demonstrated that the effects of gain sat
tion and coexisting attractors can strongly change
probability distribution, over a modest and physically re
sonable range of parameter values. The effect of gain s
ration is strongest for moderately strong pump currents
would be expected for higher average laser intensities. G
saturation effects and coexisting attractors may be able
reconcile disparities in various experimental observations
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